ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY BOOK REVIEW POLICY

Economic Geography provides a forum for thoughtful and constructive critique of published research works and advanced texts. It is our opinion that book reviews should proceed beyond summary of book content and casual consideration of one or two conceptual points. Rather, we seek reviews that assess the philosophical, methodological, and technical foundations of the work and that use these assessments as foci for consideration of the nature and progress of the research theme or field.

To facilitate this approach and to revitalize an interest among geographers and related scholars in publicly reviewing texts, Economic Geography has minimal constraints on reviews. We encourage concise descriptions of book content and production quality, and thoughtful discourse on the basic issues, questions, and controversies involved. The review should not exceed 1,100 words – approximately 4 double-spaced pages. Also, please avoid references to other published work unless absolutely necessary. If you wish to write an extended review, please contact the Editor-in-Chief, Jim Murphy, at jammurphy@clarku.edu in advance.

Heading format:

Geography and Geographers: Anglo-American Human Geography Since 1945
By Ron J. Johnston.

End your review with your name on the right side, two lines below the last sentence. Skip two more lines and place your institution under your name. All text must be 12-point type, double spaced.

Please submit your book review through the EG online submission website ScholarOne.

If you have any questions, please contact Hilary Laraba at 1.508.793.7311 or econgeography@clarku.edu.